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Sentential Modi註ersin a Discourse同ProLanguage * 

Keiko Murasugi 

1. Introduction 

Two analyses have been proposed for Japanese relative clauses: the 

base開 generationanalysis， and the movement analysis. The base-generation 

analysis is found in日oji (1985)， where he argues that the gap in a 

Japanese relative clause is never created by movement but is always an 

unpronounced pronoun. Ishii (1991)， on the other hand， maintains that 

Japanese relatives can be， and in some cases， must be derived by the 

movement of a relative operator as in their English counterparts. 

In this paper， 1 will overview Murasugi (1991) and my subsequent 

works， where 1 developed the base-generation hypothesis， and attempt to 

explain why Japanese relative clauses never involve movement. The basic 

proposal is that the category of an NP-internal sentential modifier is 

parameterized between CP and the category lower than CP， like TP. The 

former includes the landing site for the relative operator while the latter is 

* 1 would like to take the opportunity to thank Masaru Nakamura for his advice and 
support， academic and moral， and for being our anchorage for over 25 y巴ars.1 am 
grateful for his warmth and kindness， his guidance and encouragement， given to us in 
Tokyo， Tucson， Sendai， Higashiyama， and Nanzan. 1 also gratefully acknowledge the 
editors of this book， and all the colleagues I've met through him， although 1 cannot 
name them all here: Daiko Takahashi， Yoshiaki Kaneko， Akira Kikuchi， Sonoko Chib呂田

Tak巴mori，and Hideo Hirano. 1 wish to thank Mamoru Saito for the discussions and 
suggestions on the topic discussed in this paper. The research presented in this paper 
was supported in part by Nanzan University Pache Research Grant I-A and by JSPS 
Grant-irトAid(C) (#17520282). 
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a bare sentence. Japanese chooses TP， and as a result， its relative clauses 

cannot involve movement because they lack the position for the relative 

operator to move to. 1 suggest further that Japanese is quite permissive in 

the kinds of modification relations between a noun and its sentential 

modifier. This leads to the possibility that Japanese relative clauses are not 

relative clauses in the usual sense， but simple sentential modifiers of 

nouns (as that in the claim that John loves Mary). 1 They have the 

appearance of relative clauses especially when th巴y contain an 

unpronounced pronoun that happens to correspond to the head noun. 

2. The Basic Properties of Japanese “Relative Clauses": The 

Absence of Movement 

Kuno (1973) notes that Japanese relative clauses need not contain a 

gap as in (1)， and that even when they contain a gap， they do not exhibit 

island effects that are observed with movement. The gap in (2) is 

contained in a relative clause within the main relative clause.2 

(1) [NP [IP syuusyoku -ga muzukasii] [NP buturigaku]] 

getting job -Nom hard physics 

'Physics， which is hard to get a job 瓜'

(2) [IP [NP [IP ej句 kiteiru] yoohukuj] 開 ga yogoreteiru] 

S111S1j 

gentleman 

IS weanng smt -Nom is dirty 

'the gentleman who [the suit that he is wearing] is dirty' 

He argues， based on the former fact， that what is required between the 

relative head and the relative clauses in Japanese is only the “aboutness 

1 Mihara (1994)， on the independent grounds， proposes a structure virtually identical 
to the present analysis for the Japanese relative clauses. His proposal is bas巴don the 
detail巴d巴xaminationofthe head-internal relative clauses. See Murasugi (1994) for the 
analysis ofhead→nternal relative clauses in Japanese 

2 Note that the English counterparts of (1) and (2) are totally ungrammatical 
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relation." Perlmutter (1972) demonstrates convincingly that nothing pre-

vents the gap in a Japanese relative clause from being a pro (unpro-

nounced pronoun)， and hence， the gap need not be produced by move-

ment. This accounts for the absence of island effects noted above. 

日oji(1985) proposes a stronger hypothesis based on the absence of 

connectivity or reconstruction effect with Japanese relatives. The connec-

tivity effect in English relative clauses is illustrated in (3a). 

(3) a. the picture of himself that John likes [gαrp] best 

b. John likes the picture ofhims巴lf

1n (3a)， the relative head (the pictu陀 0/himself) is“connected" to the 

gap， and this makes it possible to interpret himseゲasJohn. This kind of 

conn巴ctivityeffect is observed when a gap is produced by movement， but 

not with a pronoun， as the examples of topic construction in (4) illustrate. 

(4) a. That picture of himself， J ohn liked 

b. *That picture ofhimself， John liked it 

What Hoji observes is that the Japanese counterpart of (3) is out， as 

shown in (5). 

(5) *[Johnj-ga 句 taiplトsita][zibunj-no ronbun]j 

開 Nom typed self -Gen paper 

‘Lit. selfi's paper that Johnj typed' 

As he notes， this absence of connectivity effect constitutes evidence that 

Japanese relative clauses can never involve movement. 

Furth巴1・evidencefor Hoji's hypothesis can be found when we examine 

relativization of adjuncts. First， (6) apparently shows that relativization of 

reason/manner adjuncts exhibit island effects， in distinction with 

relativization of arguments. 

(6) a. * [IP [NP [IP ej句kubiィlInatta] hitoj] -ga minna okotteiru] 

nyuuj 

reason 

was fired person-Nom all is angrγ 

‘the reason that [all the people who were fired (for it)] are 

angry 
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b. *[IP [NP [IP ei ej mondaiωo toita] hitoj] -ga minna 

problem-Acc solved person欄 Nomall 

siken-ni otiru] hoohooi 

exam in fail method 

‘the method that [all the people who solved problem (by 

it)] fail the exam' 

The grammatical status of these examples parallels that of the English 

(7a-b) . 

(7) a. *the reasoni [that [all of the students who were fired ti] are 

angry] 

b. *the manneri [that [all of the students who solved the 

problem ti] fail the examination] 

This fact can be accounted for straightforwardly if pro can occur only in 

argument positions， and hence， (6a-b)， as opposed to (2)， must be 

derived by movement (See Saito (1985)). 

But the restriction on the relativization of reason/manner phrases is 

much tighter. As shown in (8)一(9)，they are clause-bound. 

(8) a. [Mary-ga ti kaetta] ri戸川

-Nom left reason 

'the reasoni Mary leれfI，

b. *匹1ary-ga [John-ga ti kaetta tO] omotteiru] riYUUi 

開 Nom -Nom left C think reason 

‘the reaSOni Mary thinks that John left ti' 

(9) a. [Mary-ga ti mondai -0 toita] hoohooi 
開Nom problem -Acc solved method 

‘the methodi Mary solved the problem ti' 

b. *[Mary閉 ga [John司 ga ti mondai幽 o toita to] 

ωNomωNom problem司 Accsolved C 

omotteiru] hoohooi 

think method 

‘the methodi Mary thinks that John solved the problem ti' 

If (8b) and (9b) can be derived by movement， we expect them to be 
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grammatical as their English counterparts in (1 Oa-b) . 

(10) a. the reasoni (for which) John thinks [Mary was fired ti] 

b. the methodi (by which) John thinks [Mary solved the 

problem ti] 

Based on examples of this kind， 1 argued in Murasugi (1991) that 

relativization of pure adjuncts is simply impossible in Japanese. Given 

this， (8a) and (9a) do not contain any gap and they are pure complex NPs 

like those in (11 a-b) . 

(11) a. sakana-ga yakeru nioi 

fish “Nom burn smell 

‘Lit. the smell that the五shburns' 

b. doa幽 ga simaru oto 

door-Nom shut sound 

'Lit. the sound that the door shuts' 

Then， (8a)， for example， has a structure that parallels the English (12). 

(12) the reason for John's leaving 

This analysis is in line with Hoji's hypothesis. (8b) and (9b) cannot be 

base-generated with pro， since pro can appear only in argument positions. 

And they cannot be derived by movement eitherラ becauseJapanese 

relative clauses， gapless or gapped， can never involve movement. 

3. Japanese “Relative Clauses" as Bare Sentences 

Given狂oji'shypothesis， a question arises why Japanese relative 

clauses cannot involve movement. One straightforward answer is that 

Japanese relative clauses are TPs (Tense Phrases)， and not CPs 

(Complementizer Phrases)， as originally proposed by Saito (1985). If 

they do not have the CP Spec position where a relative operator can move 

to， they cannot be derived by movement. 

In Murasugi (1991， 2002a， bラ 2004)，1 argued this is indeed the case. 

Some Japanese開 speakingchildren， around the age 2 to 4ヲ produce

ungrammatical relative clauses like those in (13). The object taiko 
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(drum) in (13a)ラ andthe subject wanwa (dog) in (13b) ， are“re1ativω 

ized.円

(13) a. buta sanωga tataiteiru no taiko (恥1:2;11) 

plggy 欄 Nom is聞 hitting*NO drum 

‘the drum that the piggy is p1aying' 

b. ohana motteru no wanwa (T: 2;6) 

flower is-ho1ding *NO doggie 

‘a doggie that is ho1ding a flower' 

Here， the prob1em is the overgenerated partic1e 'no' following the re1ative 

clause， which is not allowed in adult grammar. 1 first presented detai1ed 

arguments that this particle is of the category C (comp1ementizer).ιNo' 

as a C appears in cle白sentencesas shown in (14). 

(14) a. [[Yamada氾a atta] no] -wa Russell da 

-Nom met C -Top is 

‘It was Russell that Yamada met' 

b. [[Yamada-ga atta] no]幽 wa Russell ni da 

鵬Nommet C -Top with is 

'It was with Russell that Yamada met.' 

Then， 1 argued that Japanese-speaking chi1dren initially hypothesize that 

Japanese re1ative clauses are CPs， and hence， produce‘no' at its head 

posItlOn. 

This ana1ysis of (13) implies that CP is the unmarked category for 

re1ative clauses. It a1so implies that those children eventually discover that 

Japanese relative clauses are TPs， but not CPs， and thus， cease to produce 

、。'.And there is positive evidence that they can use to make this shift. 

(15) shows that an overt comp1ementizer is not allowed in non-re1ative 

prenomina1 sententia1 modifiers in Japanese. 

(15) a. sakana喝a yakeru (*no) nioi 

fish -Nom burn C smell 

‘Lit. the smell that the fish burns' 

b. doa -ga simaru (*no) oto 

door-Nom shut C sound 
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'Lit. the sound that the door shuts' 

This is in clear contrast with Eng1ish. As shown in (16)， Eng1ish non-

re1ative sententia1 modifiers require an overt comp1ementizer. 

(16) the claim [cp * (that) [Bill had 1eft the party]] 

Stowell (1981) and Kayne (1981) ana1yze (16) as follows. If the comp1e“ 

mentIzer‘that' is missing， there must be an empty category in the C 

position. But this empty category wou1d then vio1ate the Empty Category 

Princip1e， or some other condition on the 1icensing the empty categories. 

Thus， the comp1ementizer‘that' must be present in examp1es like (16). 

If we app1y this ana1ysis to th巴 Japanese(15)， it follows that the 

sententia1 modifier cannot be of the category CP. If it is CP， its head C 

position wou1d be occupied by an empty category， and the empty categor・y

wou1d be in vio1ation of the princip1e governing the distribution of empty 

categories. Hence， the sententia1 modifier in (15) must be of the category 

TP. This means that Japanese幽 speakingchi1dren can infer， on the basis of 

positive evidence 1ike (15)， that the sententia1 modifier in a pure comp1ex 

NP is of the category TP. Suppose， as it seems p1ausib1e， that the chi1dren 

genera1ize this conclusion to all prenomina1 sententia1 modifiers. Then， 
(15) serves as positive evidence that Japanese re1ative clauses are of the 

category TP. 

If this ana1ysis of the acquisition data in (13) is correct， it provides 

direct support for the TP hypothesis for Japanese re1ative c1auses. 

According to this ana1ysis， the category for re1ative clauses is para-

meterized between CP and TP， CP being the unmarked case. And 

Japanese-speaking chi1dren eventually choose TP. 

4. The Modification Relation of Sentential Modifiers in Japanese 

As noted above， Kuno (1973) shows that Japanese re1ative clauses 

need not contain a gap. The re1evant examp1e (1) is repeated in (17). 

(17) [NP [IP syuusyoku -ga muzukasii] [NP bu印rigaku]]

gettingjob-Nom hard physics 
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‘Physics， which is hard to get ajob in' 

Here， Kuno assumes that this kind of relative is licensed by the 

“aboutness relation" that applies to topics as well. Thus， we have the topic 

sentence in (18) corresponding to (17). 

(18) [IP[NP buturigaku ]-wa [IP syuusyoktトga muzukasii]] 

physics -Top getting job小Jom hard 

‘As for physics， it is hard to get a job.' 

Given this analysis， which has been highly influential， examples such 

as the following cannot be relative clauses: 

(19) a. [[ sakana-ga koge印] nioi] 

自sh -Nom burn smell 

‘Lit. the smell that a fish burns = the smell of a fish 

burning' 

b. [[doa 幽 ga simaru] oto] 

door-Nom shut sound 

‘Lit. the sound that a door shuts = the sound of a door 

shutting' 

This is so because the “aboutness relation" does not hold between the 

head (nioi in (19a)) and the sentential modifier (sakana-ga kogeru in 

(19a)) in these examples. The topicalization examples corresponding to 

(19a-b) are ungrammatical as shown below. 

(20) a. *[ sono nioi -wa [ sakana沼a kogeru]] 

that smell -Top fish -Nom burn 

'Lit. As for that smell， a fish burns.' 

b. *[ sono oto -wa [doa氾a simaru]] 

that sound “Top door四 Nomshut 

‘Lit. As for that sound， a door shuts.' 

Examples like (19a-b) have been considered typical cases of non-relative 

prenominal (pur・e)sentential modifiers in Japanese. 

It would be useful to consider in this context another type of Japanese 

pure sentential modifiers， which 1 call “result relatives." Observe (21 a) . 

Here， the “the relative" head corresponds to a result/product of the 
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act/event denoted by the prenominal sentential modifier. Even ratio nouns 

such as 'hanbun' (half) can also appear in the“head" position， as shown 

in (21 b).3 

(21) a. [[ kyabetu制 o komakaku kitta] mono] 

cabbage-Acc thinly cut thing 

‘Lit. thing that one thinly cut a cabbage' 

= the thing which was produced by slicing a cabbage 

b. [[ haha -ga zyagaimo-o yudeta] hanbun] 

mother-Nom potatoes -Acc boiled half 

‘Lit. half that Mother boiled potatoes' 

ココ a half of that which Mother made by boiling potatoes 

1f we assume Kuno's (1973) criter‘ion above，“result-relatives円 mustalso 

be classified as pure sentential modifiers. 1n fact， the topicalization 

counterparts of (21) are all ungrammatical. 

(21) a. *[sono mono-wa [kyabetu伺 o komakaku kitta]] 

that thing -Top cabbage-Acc thinly cut 

‘Lit. As for that thing， one thinly cut a cabbage.' 

b. *[sono hanbun酬wa [ haha -ga zyagaimo伺 O

that half “Top mother -Nom potatoes -Acc 

yudeta]] 

boiled 

‘Lit. As for that half， Mother boiled potatoes.' 

Hence， the“aboutness relation" is not observed between the head and the 

sentential modifier in “result働.relatives."This implies that they are not 

“relative clauses" in Kuno's sense. 

Further， the modification relation with “result幽 relatives"is quite similar， 

if not identical， to that with the standard examples of pure sentential 
modifiers in (19). As noted above， in a typical “result-relative，" the 

3 Ishii (1991) argues that this type of Japanese re1ative clause shou1d be ana1yzed in 
terms of movement to CP Spec. In what follows， 1 will illustratc the a1ternative 
ana1ysis proposed in Murasugi (1997). 
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“h巴ad"conesponds to a result/product of the act/event denoted by the 

prenomina1 sententia1 modifier. Thusラ (21a)， for examp1e， refers to‘the 

thing which was produced by slicing a cabbage.' A simi1ar re1ation 

between the sentential modifier and the "head" ho1ds in (21 b) as we11. 

(19a) and (19b) refer to 'the smell which is produced by a fish burning' 

and ‘the sound which is produced by a door shutting' resp巴ctive1y.It 

seems reasonable， then， to suppose that typical“result-re1atives" are 

interpreted in the same way as the pure sententia1 modifiers. Based on this 

and other evidence， Murasugi (1997) concludes that "result relatives" are 

not re1ative clauses but are pure sententia1 modifiers. 

5. The Licensing Condition on Prenominal Sentential Modifiers 

It was shown in the preceding section that Japanese emp10ys pr・e-

nominal sentential modification quite extensively.“Resu1t re1atives，" fOI 

examp1e， are not possib1e in Eng1ish. (23) is another examp1e that lacks 

an English counte中art.

(23) sono toogeika-wa [[ωti-o koneta] itibu]-o 

that potter 四 Top soi1-Acc softened欄 and-mixed a part-Acc 

moyoか ni tukatta 

pattern-for used 

‘Lit. That potter used for the pattem [part that he softened and 

mixed soi1].' 

= The potter used for the pattern part of the soil he softened and 

mixed. 

Then the next question that arises concerns the nature of the modification 

re1ation expressed by these sententia1 modifiers. 1 made some specu1ative 

remarks on this issue in Murasugi (1997). 

The modification re1ation in (23) seems to be of the kind that is 

typically observed across sentences in discourse. Thus， (23) can be para幽

phrased as in (24). 
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(24) a. sono toogeika-wa tuti幽 o koneta 

that potter -Top soi1-Acc softened-and-mixed 

‘That potter softened and mixed the soil.' 

b. sosite， sono itibu -0 moyoo -ni tukatta 

and its/that a part“Acc pattem -for used 

‘And he used a part of for the pattem. ' 
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The same can be said of the examp1e in (25). Thus， it can be rewritten as 

in (26). 

(25) John削 wa [[Bobぢa yatin-ni tagaku-no okane・0 旬kau]

制 Top -Nom rent -for a 10t -Gen money-Acc use 

(sono) hanbun-o gyanbunトm れlkau

ha1f -Acc gamb1ing幽 foruse 

‘Lit. John uses for gamb1ing [(the) ha1f that Bob uses a 1arge 

amount of money for rent]. ， 

= John uses for gamb1ing as much as ha1f ofthe 1arge amount of 

money Bob uses for rent. 

(26) a. Boかwa yatin-ni tagaku-no okane -0 加kau

-Top rent -for a 10t 司 Gen money-Acc use 

'Bob uses a large amount ofmoney for rent.' 

b. sosite， John-wa sono hanbun-o gyanburu-ni tukau 

邑nd -Top its hαlf -Acc gambling-for use 

‘Lit. And John uses its ha1ffor gambling.' 

= And John uses ha1f ofthat amount for gamb1ing. 

This observation extends to typica1 examp1es of pure sententia1 

modifiers. (27) contains a sentence modifying 'nioi' (smell). 

(27) [[Taroo-ga kinoo [sakanaωga kogeteiru to] omotta] 

-Nom yesterday fish 幽Nomis burning C thought 

nioi]氾a 1mか mo siteiru 

smell開Nomnow-even doing 

‘Lit. Even now， [the smell that Taroo thought yesterday that a 

fish was burning] is around.' 

Corresponding to this， we have (28). 
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(28) a. Taroo-ga kinoo [sakana-ga kogeteiru to] 

欄 Nomyesterday fish -Nom is burning C 

omotta 

thought 

'Taroo thought yesterday that a fish was burning.' 

b. sosite， sono nioi -ga imaωmo siteiru 

and its/that smelトNomnow-even is doing 

ιAnd that smell is still around even now. ' 

The examples above indicate that the discourse relation mediated by 

‘sono' (its/that) can be realized in Japanese as a modification relation in 

Noun Phrases. More generally， this suggests that in Japanese a syntactic 

configuration can be licensed by a typical discourse relation. This 

conclusion， if correct， can provide content for the claim that Japanese， as 

opposed to English， is a“discourse-oriented" language. 

The discussion above on pure sentential modifiers has an important 

implication for the analysis of relative clauses. Recall first Kuno's (973) 

claim that gapless relative clauses in Japanese are licensed by the 

“aboutness" relation. In the preceding section， 1 adopted this as a criterion 

to distinguish relative clauses and pure sentential modifiers. But the 

criterion itself is arbitrary， although it is certainly intuitively appealing. 

That is， there is no clear reason that relative clauses and pure sentential 

modifiers should be distinguished in this way. In this section， 1 examined 

examples that appear to be clear cases of pure sentential modifi巴rsand 

suggested that they are licensed by virtue of the discourse relation 

mediated by ‘sono' (its/that). If what have been considered gapless 

relative clauses have the same property， it is only natural to analyze them 

not as relative clauses but as pure sentential modifiers. In the remainder of 

this section， 1 will show that this is indeed the case. 

Let us consider again a typical example of a gapless relative clause. 

(29) [[[[sotugyoo 幽 ga muzukasii] buturigaku]幽 o senkousuru] 

graduation-Nom diffic凶 physics -Acc m吋or
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gakusei]叫 ra I紅1a-紅10 001 

student -Top now-even plentiful 

‘Even today， ther巴 aremany students who major in physics， 

which is difficult to get a degree in. ' 

Here， the sentence modifying‘buturigaku' (physics) is gapless. And the 

discourse relation discussed above holds here as well. Thus， (30) can be 

paraphrased as in (31). 

(30) a. buturigaku-wa sotugyoo 包a muzukasii 

physics -Top graduatioト Nomdifficult 

'As for physics， it is difficult to get a degree.' 

b. sikasi，ラ [[sono butur汀r屯aku-o s巴nko∞osuru叶] u] 

however its/that physics -Acc major in 

gakusei]-wa ima司 mo ooi 

studentωTop nowωeven plentiful 

‘But even today， there are many students who major in 

(that) physics.' 

Henc巴， it seems indeed plausible to classi今 gaplessrelatives as pure 

sentential modifiers. 

One remark is in O!・derbefore 1 conclude this section. The gapless 

“relative clause" in (29) has been considered a relative clause in part 

because it is non-restrictive. But its non“restrictive nature is consistent 

with the proposal that it is a kind of a pure sentential modifier二Japanese

seems to allow non幽 restrictivepure sentential modifiers quite generally as 

shown in (31). 

(31) [[Taroo幽 ga kinoo [sakana聞 ga yaketeiru to] omotta] 

-Nom yesterday fish -Nom is burned C thought 

kono nioi] -no genin-wa ima -mo wakaranai 

this smelトGen cause桐 Topnow聞 even not-understood 

‘Lit. The cause of [this smell that Taroo thought yesterday that a 

fish was burning] is not known even now.' 

Thus， as far as 1 know， there is no strong reason that gapless "relative 

clauses" should be considered relative clauses. 
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6. “Japanese Relative Clauses" as Pure Sentential Modifiers 

It was argued in the preceding section that gapless "relative clauses" 

should be classified as pure sentential modifiers. This leaves relative 

clauses with gaps as the only kind of relative clause in Japanese. But are 

they really relative clauses? 1 wi1l suggest in this section that they are not. 

Let us first consider the simple example in (32). 

(32) [[Taroo-ga [gap] kaita] hon] -wa yoku ureteiru 

-Nom wrote book-Top well is selling 

‘The book that Taroo wrote is selling well' 

This example does not allow the kind of paraphrase permitted with pure 

sentential modifiers. For instance， (32) cannot be restated as in (33). 

(33) a. Taroo聞 ga [gap] kaita 

聞Nom wrote 

‘Taroo wrote it.' 

b. sono hon 慣 wa yoku ureteiru 

its/that book“Top well is selling 

‘That book is selling well. ' 

(33b) is clearly strange as a sequel to (33a). 

However， if the gap in (32) is an unpronounced pronoun， as 1 argued 

above， then there is independent reason for this. It is known that a 

pronoun can precede its antecedent within a sentence， but not across 

sentences. Thus， he can refer to John in (34a) ， but not in (34b). 

(34) a. After he came into the room， John sat down and started 

reading a book 

b. He came into the room. Then， John sat down and start巴d

reading a book 

Th巴n，the unpronounced pronoun in (33a) fails to refer to 'hon' (book) 

for the same reason that守le'cannot refer to 'John' in (34b) 

Interestingly， if we avoid this effect and substitute the indefinite noun 

'hoぜ (book)for the gap in (33a)， the paraphrase in fact becomes possible 

as shown in (35). 
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(35) a. Taroo-ga hon -0 kaita 

小Jombook-Acc wrote 

‘Taroo wrote a book.' 

b. sono hon -wa yoku ureteiru 

its/that book-Top well is selling 

‘That book is selling well. ' 
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This suggests two things. First， the unpronounced pronouns that corre開

spond to gaps in Japanese relative clauses may be pronominal forms of 

indefinite nouns. This is plausible because it is known on independent 

grounds that unpronounced pronouns in Japanese can stand for indefinite 

nouns. An unpronounced pronoun can be used in place of ‘ringo' (apple) 

in (36) 

(36) a. Taroo-ga ringoωo mittu tabeta 

-Nom apple幽 Accthree ate 

‘Taroo ate three apples. ' 

b. Hanako-wa (ringo -0) itutu tabeta 

-Top apple幽 Acc three ate 

ιHanako ate five apples.' 

Then the contrast between (33) and (35) is exactly what we expect. (32) 

cannot be paraphrased as in (33) because a pronoun cannot precede its 

antecedent across sentences. Then， it is necessary to replace the pronoun 

by its full form and we obtain (35). 

Secondly， and more importantly， if this speculation on the gaps in 

Japanese relatives is correct， (35) suggests that Japanese relative clauses 

with gaps have the same kind of modification relation with their head 

nouns as pure sentential modifiers. That is， if we abstract away from the 

restriction on pronouns just mentioned， they allow the same kind of 

paraphrase as pure sentential modifiers. This， in turn， suggests that 

Japanese "relative clauses" with gaps should also be classified as pure 

sentential modifiers. 

A possible objection to this is that those relative clauses allow “むか

bounded dependency." For example， the gap in (37) is contained in the 
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embedded clause within the relative clause. 

(37) [Hanako-ga [Taroo-ga [gap] motteiru to] omotta] hon 

四Nom ・Nom have C thought book 

'the book that Hanako thought that Taroo has' 

1fthe clause with the subject 'Hanako' is a pure sentential modifier， then it 

must be licensed by virtue of its modification relation with the head noun 

hon (book)， and it is not clear what role the correspondence between the 

gap and the head noun plays. It is this correspondence that is crucial in the 

interpretation of typical relative clauses. 

However， it is not clear that the“unbounded dependency" observed in 

(37) is any different from the one in (38). 

(38) [[Taroo-ga [sakana-ga kogeteiru to] omotta] nioi] 

-Nom fish -Nom is burning C thought smell 

‘Lit. the smell that Taroo thought that a fish is burning' 

Here too， there is an apparent“unbounded dependency." The smell is that 

of a fish bur・ningand not of Taroo thinking. But would this mean that what 

modifi郎、ioi'in this example is not a pur巴 sententialmodifier? Most 

likely not. A plausible interpretation of the example is that the noun is 

modified by the whole prenominal sentential modifier. The “smell" is after 

all something that aroused a certain thought in Taroo's mind. Then， it is 

not clear that (37) provides any challenge to the analysis of Japanese 

“relative clauses円 aspure sentential modifier・s.

1 would like to note finally that the discussion here is in line with 

Kuno's (1973) analysis of Japanese relative clauses in terms of the 

“aboutness relation." This analysis is 0会enreferred to regarding gapless 

relatives， but his claim is that the “aboutness relation" holds between a 

relative clause and the head noun in Japanese， whether the relative clause 

contains a gap or not. Then， what is important is the modification relation 

between th巴relativeclause and the head noun， rather・thanthe correspond“ 

ence between the head noun and the gap. What 1 suggested in this paper is 

that the relevant relation is broader than “aboutness，" and that it covers all 

prenominal sentential modifiers， including pure sentential modifiers and 
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what have been considered relative clauses.4 

7. Conclusion 

1 have argued in this paper that Japanese "relative clauses" are pure 

sentential modifiers， and consequently， that the language lacks relative 

clauses. What is， and what is not， a relative clause is in a sense a matter of 

definition. But if Japanese “relatives" are licensed in the same way as pure 

sentential modifiersラ theyshould receive the same analysis. This implies 

that whatever that defines relative clauses as relative clauses (as opposed 

to pure sentential modifiers) is not important in the syntactic analysis of 

Japanese relative clauses. 

The findings in this paper have larger implications. 1f the analysis 

presented here is correct， Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy (NPAH) 

of Keenan and Comrie (1977)， for example， is irrelevant for Japanese 

relatives (see also Comrie (1998a， 2002)， Keenan (1985)， Keenan and 

Comrie (1977)， among others). NPAH is proposed to capture the typo-

logical differences in “relative clauses" among languages， and there has 
been some discussion whether it is applicable to Japanese. (See 1noue 

(1976)， Koide (1998)， Matsumoto (1988) and Comrie (1998a)， among 

others.) 1f the conclusion of this paper is correct， the issue does not arise. 

Japanese simply lacks relative clauses， and whatever NPAH implies about 

the syntax or acquisition of language holds vacuously in this language. 

The present paper also confirms that what is important in linguistics is 

the analysis rather than the“construction." 1n the Principles and Parame岨

ters Approach to syntax， principles and parameters are psychologically 

1・ealwhereas constructions are just epiphenomena. A passive construction 

4 Comrie (1998a) reports the discussion of Matsumoto (1988)， where a similar 
conclusion is cjrawn. She considcrs a variety of modification relations between 
prenominal sentential modifiers and their head nouns，邑ndargues that relative clauses 
and pure sentential modifiers are both sentences simply attached the head nOUl1s. 
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in one language may be analyzed in the same way as“tough construction" 

or“impersonal construction" in another， and the wh-question construction 

in one language may have the same syntactic properties as cleft construc-

tion in another. Therefore， it sometimes makes little sense to compare the 

same construction across languages. The present paper suggests that it 

would be more fruitful to compare Japanese pure sentential modifiers 

(including relative clauses) with those of other languages， rather than 

comparing Japanese "relative clauses" with those in others. 
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